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Hello Friends

Welcome to a new Magic Roadshow. If this is your first visit, prepare to dig in.. We are
on the verge of the winter season - and my very favorite holidays. I'm simply not a warm
weather kind of guy, and I function so much better when the air has a little 'nip' in it. Of
course, this issue could become a measuring stick, and I could be forced to admit that,
in actuality, I'm no better in cold weather than warm. Time will tell....

I'm taking the Roadshow down a new path. I honestly feel my readership has
experienced enough of 'me' of late. I've asked some of the best magicians in the world
to provide entertainment for you guys, and we will all enjoy a really major influx of
exclusive effects from our contributors. This month, look for material from one of the
hottest guys in magic, and one of the Illusionists (The Trickster).. Jeff Hobson.
Immediately after Jeff's effect, and straight from Las Vegas, Seth Grabel has shared
two ditties to make your day. I know you guys remember Seth best from his time on
America's Got Talent.. but I'm guessing Howie Mandel remembers him best of all....

Downloads? Yes, I haven't forgotten you guys who love downloads. Look for something
from a guy named Tarbell, and something more from a partnership between Queen
Mary, University of London, and the University of Warwick.. I think you'll REALLY
appreciate these two...

Wish I could go on and on about all the 'magic' in my life.. but sometimes we need to
become more introspective and take time to use our noggin's for something other than a
hat rack. The cool days of November are perfect for contemplating magic, and where
we want to go with it, as opposed to barreling full throttle down the magic highway to
destinations unknown...

Remember, magical contributions to the Roadshow are highly encouraged. I would love
to open my inbox tomorrow and find dozens of ideas and effects from you guys.. and

ladies. I'm thinking of beginning a section devoted strictly to thoughts and ideas that are
not complete effects.. but something readers want to share with others. This could be a
handling, a unique move, patter, or anything else that makes an effect work for you. Let
me know your thoughts on this..

Comments and requests.... EMAIL ME

rick@magicroadshow.com
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"There are essentially two things that will make us wiser: the books we read and the
people we meet."
- Charles Jones

"To the world you may be one person, but to one person you may be the world."
- Paulette Mitchell
“The trouble with the rat race is that, even if you win, you're still a rat.”
- Lilly Tomlin

/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/_/

One from Jeff Hobson - Effect
"Jeff Hobson has starred in his own, one-man show, "Money and Madness" and been
the Master of Ceremonies for countless special events and production shows including
the "World's Greatest Magic Show" and "V-The Ultimate Variety Show." Hobson has
opened for several big headliners, including Phyllis Diller, Barbara Mandrel, Lee
Greenwood, David Sanborn and Roy Clark.
His television appearances include HBO, Showtime’s Comedy Club Network, Fox
Family’s “Masters of Illusion," NBC’s “Magic on the Edge” as well as the star of Thames
Televsion’s “Magic Comedy Strip," a 16 week televison series in England.

Jeff Hobson is a favorite entertainer among many of the Fortune 500 companies and
has garnered prestigious awards, including "Stage magician of the Year" by the
Academy of Magical Arts (AMA), and "Best Magic Review" by the World Magic Awards

for his role as star and producer of the critically acclaimed "Carnival of Wonders" show
at the Reno Hilton and Casino, Nevada". ( From: http://www.allaboutmagicians.com )

Kiss-Card Trick - A Special Effect for Roadshow Readers
Here's a twist on the Kiss-Card trick where a lipstick print is seen to appear on a
selected card. This routine has always played very well for me and, if you like flirting
with the opposite sex, you'll love doing this. The kicker is that the recipient gets your
advertising in their hands and you on their mind.

The original plot of the trick was to have a card selected and returned to the deck in the
“usual” manner. The magician then had some byplay with the spectator about giving a
kiss to the magician. This situation could be made long or short, playful or romantic. In
the end though the deck was spread and the "kiss" had found it's way onto the back of
the playing card. The chosen card, with the lipstick imprint on it, was given to the
spectator as a souvenir

My twist is to have a "topper" ending by having the chosen card's face change into a
clever business card of sorts.

Here's what you do. Use blank-face cards that match the deck you’re working with You
can either hand write each one or use a computer to print white, self-adhesive labels. If
you do the later, you won't necessarily need to use blank-faced cards since you'd be
covering the face of the card up with the label. Print the words, "For a good time call Jeff
123-1111" (using your own name and telephone number of course) spacing the
sentence over two lines making the size of the text large and bold akin to graffiti on the
public bathroom walls (photo K1) You’ll also need to put a nice big kiss on the back of
the card in the center. I printed custom, clear self-adhesive labels for this purpose.
(photo K2) You could also use the French technique but the choice is entirely yours!

Before you start you will place this card, face down, at the bottom of the deck. Spread
the cards face down and have one selected being careful, of course, not to expose the
"kiss" on the bottom card. If I think the spectator is trying to select the bottom card, I just
jog the bottom card toward me slightly as I spread the cards. I take the card back from
the spectator. Yes, I take it back with the words, "Give the card to me . . . it doesn't
matter whether I see it or not." Here's the reason. I want the card on the top of the pack.

If I ask a spectator to place the card on the top of the pack there are occasions where I
have had those spectators who are "over zealous" attempt to stick the card somewhere
in the middle of the pack. This makes for an uncomfortable situation to say the least and
can ruin the pacing of the trick. Trust me on this one!

At this point, I do not look at the card even though it really doesn't matter. I simply cut
the card into the middle of the deck. There are no fancy moves here - and don't try to
add any - they're not necessary. Just keep it simple! With a single cut of the deck you
will have placed the special kiss card directly above the selected card. A line like, “Let’s
lose the card somewhere in the center of the deck,” covers the moment perfectly giving
you a motivated action.
Now comes the fun with the spectator. If you’re bold ask her, or him even, to give you a
little kiss on the cheek. If you wish the routine to be a bit more reserved, ask your
assistant to blow you a kiss. Act as if you’ve “caught” the kiss on your cheek. You can
really play this up if you wish. I usually patter about the kiss traveling from my cheek
down my arms and into the deck of cards. As I spread the cards to the kiss card I say,
“It seems that your kiss found one card.”

I then cut the deck to bring the kiss card to the top and prepare for a double-lift.
“Wouldn’t it be amazing. . .” I pause my speech as I perform a double-lift to reveal the
chosen card and continue, “if the kiss found your card?” During the usual surprised
response, I take the opportunity to casually turn the double card back face down and
slide only the top card off the deck onto the table or, simply hold the single, kiss-card in
my hand. The spectator thinks I am holding the selected card. I now say the best lines.
“Did you have a good time?” After the spectator says yes, I turn over the card as I reply,
“Well, for a good time, call me at 999-333-1111!” The laughs are certain. I’ve done this
trick hundreds of times and this is always my favorite ending. I hope you enjoy it..

--------------

Jeff Hobson offers a FREE Magic Video Theater where he posts rare and vintage
videos, interviews and has great lectures available. To access this private video page,
just sign up at: http://www.HobsonsChoiceMagic.com and click on "Special Offers"

Hobson also has a NEW professional magic lecture available as a streaming, online
rental. See the trailer at:
http://www.HobsonsChoiceMagic.com

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Two from Seth Grabel - Easy to Perform Tricks That Get
a Super Response..

This month we want to Thank Seth Grabel for his contributions to the readers of the
Magic Roadshow. Known as one of the premier performers in Las Vegas, Seth has
stunned millions on 'America's Got Talent', entertained tens of thousands working with
The Amazing Johnathan, and amazed some of the biggest names in show business
with his private performances...

"Grabel has brilliantly created shows onstage and off that leave audiences with big
smiles, eyes widened, and jaws dropped. From the interesting characters he weaves
into his stage shows to the amazing slight-of-hand magic he performs up close.
Grabel’s talent often leaves people saying, 'There goes the next David Copperfield'.

Seth has appeared on EXTRA, Playboy TV, Univision, and CBS among others. He
takes every magic trick to the limit, leaving his viewers astonished, completely blurring
the lines between reality and illusion.

With an impressive body of work behind him, 2011 marked the year for an official
introduction onto the national spotlight. As a highlight performer on NBC’s “America’s
Got Talentt”, Seth rattled the cage of the entertainment industry, executing various
forms of magic—black, illusionary, and of course AcroMagic. He was an overwhelming
fan favorite, and brought high praise from all the judges—especially Howie Mandel."

FINGERED EAR TRICK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ip-EPdSE5Q

This is a real gem. The ear trick is super fun to do and always gets great reactions, its
super easy to do and you can do it anywhere. Take your right thumb put it under your
ear lobe and stick your pointer finger in the middle of your ear. Then take your middle

finger and place it on top of your ear. Touch your thumb to your middle finger and bring
the two ends of your ear to each other. Now wiggle your pointer finger back and forth!
This easy trick is so fun to do and always gets a great reaction. I usually stick a pen or
pencil in my ear then go into the Fingered Ear Trick.

SPOOKY SPIDER TRICK
(Inspired by Jim Pace's The Web.).

Supplies:

1 fake black spider ring that you can buy from a Halloween store.. ( and NOW is the
time to stock up )

Double stick tape

This trick is super fun and always gets a great reaction. To prepare the spider cut off the
ring and place a piece of double stick tape where the ring was. Now you are ready for
the spooky spider trick!

You have to do get in the position where the top of the spectators hand is facing down.
You can do a magic trick or you can ask to read someone's palm. I like to do a coin
effect where and switch the coin for a coin that has a spider on it. When you are doing
the magic trick stick the spider on the back of your spectator’s hand. Finish the effect
and allow your spectator to turn their hand over. As soon as they see the spider they will
Freak out. You can also use a plastic cockroach, bug, toad or anything else that is
creepy and can stick to the bottom of a hand. Have fun creating people out and if you
send a video of the reactions to marketing@sethgrabel.com we will send you a free
trick!

--------------------------------

PartyTrickster – Seth’s Youtube Channel.
Seth is also the trickster behind the Youtube channel, 'Party Trickster'.. You can access
video tutorials for all the following on his channel.

- Bending Metal with Party Trickster
- Use the Egg Bag to Make Magic Happen
- Learn the Dirty Diaper Trick: A Free Gift from Party Trickster
- Love is in the air with the magical Appearing Rose
- Learn the Match-Pull: A Free Gift from Party Trickster!
- Perform fun magic on the go with the Cookie Crunch
- Learn the Card Stacking trick: A Free Gift from Party Trickster
- Learn how to read people's minds with the Color Cube!
- Learn the Fingered-Ear Trick: A Free Gift from Party Trickster
- Do you want to be a Party Trickster?

https://www.youtube.com/partytricksters

LIKE Seth at: https://www.youtube.com/sethgrabel

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

For Android and iPhones - My Pet Boris Magic
Spider
OK folks.. here's a little app that will give you the creeps. I hate spiders... but I really like
this app. Two of my favorite effects in all of magic, for my use, are both iphone apps..
and this is one of the two. Combine this with the Spooky Spider trick above and you'll
have two effects guaranteed to get a great response from your spectator. Response is
everything. Your spectator will remember an effect that garners emotions much longer
than one that relies on surprise.

Go to the website and watch the video. It's fairly short and you'll see exactly what you'll
get for the princely sum of $1.99. Like me, you'll have possibilities running rampant
through your noggin'..

http://www.mypetboris.com/

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Math’s Made Magic - A Handbook of Magical
Mathematical Tricks - Free PDF
I love professionally produced PDFs. What is a professionally produced PDF? One that
is slick, impressive, useful, informative, and most of all... fun. This is almost 70 pages of
fun, not to mention pages and pages of interesting 'secrets'... Written by Peter McOwan
and Jason Davison as an interesting way of training basic mathematics to teens and
adults.. this far exceeds those goals, and looks much like MAGIC in the process.

"Within the pages of this book you will find inventive illusions and mind-melting magic to
amaze you, your friends and family. You will also explore some fundamental
mathematics powering the tricks. Learning and entertaining go hand in hand in magic.
Understanding the secret techniques, combined with fantastic presentation and practice
can make any trick unbelievable."

"A sound understanding of basic mathematics underpins science and engineering. We
hope this book helps you teach these subjects and gives you and your pupils the
opportunity to develop presentation and communication skills. It may also open the door
for others creating new mathematical magic and start some people on the road to a
fascinating new hobby too."

Peter McOwan is a Professor of Computer Science at Queen Mary, University of
London.

Jason Davison is a Master of Mathematics (MMath) student at Warwick University.

This book was developed as part of the Strategic Partnership between Queen Mary,
University of London, and the University of Warwick.

http://www.qmul.ac.uk/mathsmagic/documents/79080.pdf

------------------------------------------

And Speaking of Prof. Peter McOwan - Press Release
from Queen Mary, University of London.. 11/17/14
Magic tricks created using artificial intelligence for the first time...

Researchers working on artificial intelligence at Queen Mary University of London have
taught a computer to create magic tricks.

The researchers gave a computer program the outline of how a magic jigsaw puzzle
and a mind reading card trick work, as well the results of experiments into how humans
understand magic tricks, and the system created completely new variants on those
tricks which can be delivered by a magician.

The magic tricks created were of the type that use mathematical techniques rather than
sleight of hand or other theatrics, and are a core part of many magicians' repertoires.
The tricks, details of which are published today (Monday) in the journal Frontiers in
Psychology, proved popular with audiences and the magic puzzle was put on sale in a
London magic shop. The card trick is available as an app called Phoney in the Google
Play Store.

Co-creator of the project, Howard Williams, explains how a computer can aid trick
creation:

"Computer intelligence can process much larger amounts of information and run
through all the possible outcomes in a way that is almost impossible for a person to do
on their own. So while, a member of the audience might have seen a variation on this
trick before, the AI can now use psychological and mathematical principles to create lots
of different versions and keep audiences guessing."

The magic jigsaw involves assembling a jigsaw to show a series shapes, then taking it
apart and reassembling it so that certain shapes have disappeared using a clever
geometric principle. Creation of tricks of this kind involve several simultaneous factors
such as the size of the puzzle, the number of pieces involved, the number of shapes
that appear and disappear and the ways that the puzzle can be arranged. Something
this complex is ideal for an algorithm to process, and make decisions about which
flexible factors are most important.

The mind reading card trick involves arranging a deck of playing cards in a specific way
then, based on a few seemingly innocuous pieces of information from the audience,
identifying a card that has been seen selected from the deck and using an Android app
to reveal the card on a mobile phone screen. The computer was used to arrange the
decks in such a way that a specific card could be identified with the least amount of
information possible. The program identified arrangements for the deck that on average
required one fewer question to be asked before the card was found than with the
traditional method. The app simply avoids the magician having to remember the order of
the cards.

Professor Peter McOwan, part of the QMUL team who worked on the project, added:

"Using AI to create magic tricks is a great way to demonstrate the possibilities of
computer intelligence and it also forms a part of our research in to the psychology of
being a spectator. For example, we suspected that audiences would be suspicious of
the involvement of technology in the delivery of a trick but we've found out that isn't the
case."

Contact: Will Hoyles
w.hoyles@qmul.ac.uk
07-772-512-519
Queen Mary, University of London

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Paul Gertner and Trade Show Magic - Articles
Another subject I rarely tackle is Trade Show Magic. I know many magicians who would
LOVE to do trade shows.. but don't have the props, presence, or connections. One thing
I have learned about any subject is... if you want to master it, find the best in the world
and learn everything you can possibly learn.

When it comes to corporate magic, Paul Gertner is one of the very best in the world. I
recently ran across Paul's blog, which offers up solid tips and tricks for anyone wanting
to take on the corporate world. Read, learn, read again... and it's all shared freely. ( Be
sure to go to the 'Watch Paul in Action' video section with a number of fast-paced
videos.)

- Trade Show Displays that are Memorable
- Why DO magic tricks fool you?
- Building a Trade Show Display that Stops the Show
- Trade Show Magician Tip for a SLOW Traffic Day

http://gertner.com/blog/

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

While I'm on the Subject of Trade Shows..... - Resource
Anders Boulanger is C.E.O. and founder of the Infotainers. He is a certified speaking
professional and has been building crowds and generating leads for clients since 2007.
I recommend Anders blog as a great tool for learning some of the inside information
concerning trade show magic.. ( I am not affiliated with Anders )

"When he was 5 years old he was given a Fisher-Price Magic set for Christmas. That
one toy sealed his fate and as they say the magic bug bit him. At 12 he was performing
at birthday parties. After graduating high school he paid his way through university
earning himself a bachelor degree in Physics. With his education “out of the way” he set
his sights on performing full time as a professional magician has done so ever since."

Along the way, he was fortunate enough to be personally trained by the legendary trade
show magician Joel Bauer

Check out the detailed blog and various videos. If you're interested in Trade Show
Magic, you'll thank me...

http://tradeshowinfotainer.com/blog/

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Chop Cup Magic - A Free PDF from Michael Lyth
Michael has been a friend of both me and the Roadshow for a number of years. Our
friendship has been one-sided, considering he has freely given more to Roadshow
readers than I have to his coffers. Here is another effect, complete with pictures, on a
prop I have failed to promote properly through my musings. Part of the reason is I do
not have friends who are properly versed in the chop cup. It seems everyone ownes
one.. but no one excels in it's use.

Yes, you'll have to do a little doctoring on a cup.. but it's a fairly simple task that I trust
you can handle with ease. Heck, I think even I can do this..

Click Here

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Easy Cool MONEY Card Trick REVEALED - A Special
Gimmick from Andy Field
A special Thanks to Vi Frank and Jim at the Magic Portal.. ( I actually spoke with Vi
and Jim after their recent return from the convention in Daytona. They called to tell me
they spent the weekend with Rudy Coby.. while I spent the weekend watching reruns of
Seinfeld....)

I love a good gimmick, particularly if it actually works. Andy's gimmick REALLY works.
This is so easy to make and is guaranteed to work. I can think of a dozen uses for this,
aside from the obvious uses demonstrated by Andy. Watch the video.. make the
gimmick.. fool your friends and fellow magicians...

http://youtu.be/6IbjCoTWbpM

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Eric Knaus aka. The Great Zucchini Shares His Branding
and Marketing Tips For Magicians I know I can depend on my friends at MagicianBusiness to provide a detailed and very
informative marketing treatise each month. This month they explore the marketing
techniques of Eric Knaus - The Great Zucchini.

"How do you get hundreds of people to turn up to public venues on weekends to watch
your magic show? How do you do this without having spent any money on advertising
yourself in the past 11 years? This interview with The Great Zucchini looks at no cost
marketing for magicians."

"The Great Zucchini aka Eric Knaus has done this. Along the way he has become an
unlikely magic superstar in his market and creator of The Great Zucchini Live and

Kidshow Rockstar DVD’s. Families want to be at his shows. Even the family that lives at
1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Washington, D.C. That’s right, Michelle and Sasha Obama
are his fans. Join the Great Zucchini now as he slices up his marketing strategy into bite
size pieces for us."

http://www.magicianbusiness.com/no-cost-marketing-for-magicians/

------------------------------------

Contracts and Other Things 'Legal' for Magicians Podcast with Todd Neufeld
MagicianBusiness.com continues their impressive quest to keep magicians truly
informed about subjects that are seldom, if ever, written about by other
sites/publications. In this 50 minute podcast, Todd Neufel discusses contracts, refunds,
deposits, documents, and other things 'legal'.

Todd is well suited to offer his thoughts on these topics because, in addition to being a
performer, he holds a law degree. That should get your attention. Neither
MagicianBusiness or the Magic Roadshow represents this podcast as 'legal advice', you
must be a practicing attorney to offer that, but we do promise that all the information will
be very insightful and informative for any magician who considers himself/herself a
professional.. on any level... Topics Include:
- Business organization
- Having the correct documentation
- What is a contract?
- Why contacts help customer anxiety.
- How to deal with disagreements you may have with a client
- How to stop it from getting ugly with a client
- Deposits – the benefits and disadvantages of taking them
- How much should you ask for a deposit?
- Can you ask for full payment before the booking starts?

http://www.magicianbusiness.com/mb-29-contracts-for-magicians-with-todd-neufeld/

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Never miss your favorite radio show again. Record it and listen whenever convenient. I
record shows to dar.fm every week…shows from literally around the country There is a
free version that lets you try it out for yourself..
http://dar.fm/new/9100625178

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The Secrets Behind Harry Houdini's Ten Greatest Illusions
- Article
Steve Winalda

There is an unwritten rule among magicians never to reveal how a trick is done. So
when a 2004 exhibition explained Harry Houdini's illusions, magicians around the world
were apoplectic. David Copperfield called it a breach of magic protocol, and performers
declared that they would boycott the exhibition. Many claimed to still use Houdini's tricks
themselves.

But Harry has been dead nearly 90 years. Despite their claims, few modern illusionists
use his dated techniques. And the great magician's secrets had been revealed decades
earlier. He had been in his grave just three years when his team began spilling the
beans.

This list is for those who want to know Houdini's secrets. Those who don't want to know
should stop reading now...

http://gizmodo.com/the-secrets-behind-harry-houdini-s-ten-greatest-illusio1654107326?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+
gizmodo%2Ffull+(Gizmodo)

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Rudy Coby - (2) One Hour Videos
These two magic presentations were first broadcast by Fox TV in 1995 and 1996. At the
time, they were strangely different and creative, inspiring a generation of magicians that
include Criss Angel and Chris James. I remember watching the first.. Rudy Coby: The
Coolest Magician on Earth, and experiencing an epiphany. Suddenly, I discovered the
type of magician I wanted to become...

Needless to say, things didn't work as planned, and my magic took a different turn.. But
I still thoroughly enjoy watching these ground breaking shows.. I hope you will too.

Thanks to fellow ezine slave, Jim Canaday, for the links.. http://TheMagicportal.us

Fox Special 1

http://vimeo.com/109546520

Fox Special 2

http://vimeo.com/109658950

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The Original Tarbell Course in Magic By Harlan Tarbell 1000+ page PDF

Yes, this is THE Tarbell Course in Magic.. More than 1000 pages and 60 lessons long.
This classic covers magic from Metal Ring on a String to Cards that Pass in the Night to
The Miser's Dream to A Parlor Séance .. and everything in between. This PDF,
converted by Jose Antonio Gonzalez Campos to a digital format, reproduces all the
drawings and wording of the original. I promise, if you do not have this in your collection,
then your collection will never be what it should. Magicians around the world read
Tarbell every day... and create 'new' magic from Harlan's well written classic.

"I do not think you will find one dull moment in your course. In the first place, because
this is a most absorbing subject. The lessons are as interesting as fiction; more
interesting, indeed, to the person who enjoys working out problems of Magic. And
secondly, because we do not merely study theory, but we actually do the various tricks
with the apparatus furnished you just as the expert magician does. It is my aim to give
you the best service possible, to help you in every way in making rapid progress. Before
you begin your lessons I want you to have a thorough understanding of the manner in
which your work is handled." Harlan Tarbell

(This PDF is not hosted on Magic Roadshow. We only redirect you to this link, on
another site, where the ebook will begin to open immediately..PeterHuman.net is the
domain of a World Wide Web server hosting a searchable database of over 750,000
text files on a variety of subjects. They also host a server running on the Hotline and
KDX protocols featuring a vast collection of antique software, obscure operating
systems, and open source software.. Enjoy.. )

http://cdn.preterhuman.net/texts/manuals/magic/Harlan%20Tarbell%20-%20The%20Ori
ginal%20Course%20in%20Magic%20of%20Harlan%20Tarbell.pdf

-----------------------------------------

Ancient vs. Modern Magic
"Judging from the accounts which history has preserved for us of the marvels performed
by the magicians of antiquity, it is evident that these men were very skillful in practicing
their art. It cannot be said, however, that the ancients were more proficient in their art
than modern magicians are. Robert Houdin, the greatest of the early modern conjurers,
has said, "Antiquity was the cradle of magic -- but only because the art was yet in its
infancy."

The explanation then, for the seemingly greater miracles that were produced in ancient
times, is that people believed in the supernatural powers of the magicians. The effects
these magicians produced were believed to come from inspiration from higher or lower
powers and thus took on a tremendous significance for the people.
The effects assumed the proportions of miracles in their minds. Today, these effects,
while still mystifying and startling, are not regarded as produced by gods or demons.
Thus has arisen the idea that something of the art of conjuring has been lost. Nothing,
however, has been lost and very much has been gained in the art of sleight of hand. It is
merely that the attitude of people has changed with the enlightenment of modern
civilization regarding the supernatural, and now they regard Magic as an Art -- and the
most entertaining of all Arts."
Harlan Tarbell, The Original Course in Magic.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The Snake Dance - Video
Thanks to Mick Ayres for sharing this link with me... which I want to pass on to you
guys. Janine Janik & Christian Arnaut perform the snake dance contortion on the
Colgate Comedy Hour in 1954. It's Youtube's ability to reintroduce us to wonderful
moments like this that make it worthy..

https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=1504603889791130

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Amy Cuddy: Your body language shapes who you are TED Talk
Body Language is the gateway to the subconscious mind. We all express our innermost
thoughts and feeling, whether we mean to or not. Unlike certain pseudo-sciences, who’s
true worth is debatable, body language is for real. Although we don't usually think of a

smile or a frown as body language.. they are just that.. an expression of our inner
thoughts. And just as a smile gives away our momentary happiness, many other body
movements also give away our feelings.

Body language affects how others see us, but it may also change how we see
ourselves. Social psychologist Amy Cuddy shows how "power posing" -- standing in a
posture of confidence, even when we don't feel confident -- can affect testosterone and
cortisol levels in the brain, and might even have an impact on our chances for success.

http://youtu.be/Ks-_Mh1QhMc

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Pranav Mistry: The thrilling potential of SixthSense
technology - TED Talk
What if Mentalism were real? Reading someone's mind may become a technological
feat.. instead of a paranormal excursion.

At TEDIndia, Pranav Mistry demos several tools that help the physical world interact
with the world of data -- including a deep look at his SixthSense device and a new,
paradigm-shifting paper "laptop." In an onstage Q&A, Mistry says he'll open-source the
software behind SixthSense, to open its possibilities to all.

http://youtu.be/YrtANPtnhyg?list=PL70DEC2B0568B5469

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Get Pro Magic - Learn Magic Tricks RIGHT NOW!

Web resource for amateur and professional magicians or anyone interested learning the
art of Magic. Instantly down loadable. GetProMagic.com will teach you incredible tricks
that you can perform at home as soon as you receive the information from this site.
Also, a selection of FREE effects.
Click here
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Free eBooks For Subscribers....
Here's a link where you can download a variety of free ebooks, including Erdnase'
Expert At The Card Table... If you are not a subscriber, you can sign up HERE..
http://MagicRoadshow.com

http://streetmagic.info/cbmall3.html

-------------------------

LIKE us on FaceBook..
http://www.facebook.com/magicroadshow
http://www.facebook.com/themagicnews

--------------------------

Some of my Other Sites..
Las Vegas Magic Shows - updated monthly
http://lasvegasmagicshows.info

NewsGrowth - Constantly changing news from around the World. Updated hourly.
http://NewsGrowth.com

Magic News - The #1 site in the world for ever-changing magic news. Updated daily.
http://MagicNews.org

---------------------------

That does it for this issue. I hope you found something to help your magic studies along.
Remember, if you have something you would like to share with the magic community,
send it to: Rick@MagicRoadshow.com

"May my next issue find you well.."

Rick Carruth / Editor
Senior Professor - Camelard College of Conjuring of Chemmis, Egypt
"Magic's Only Worldwide Honor Society"
http://www.camelardcollege.org/

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~ Disclaimers ~

This page may contain affiliate links. If you click an affiliate link and make a purchase, I
may earn a commission on the sale. The price that you pay should not be affected by
buying through an affiliate link, and I never use affiliate links if I know they'll result in a
price increase.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information in the Magic Roadshow is
accurate. However, there is no guarantee that you will achieve any particular results

using the information provided or any products referenced. Examples in this document
are not to be interpreted as promises or guarantees of any particular results.

All information is for education and information purposes only. Seek the advice of a
qualified professional before acting on such information. In using this document, you
agree that the Magic Roadshow and its publisher, Rick Carruth, are not responsible for
your success or failure as a result of purchases made through this site.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

